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Abstract: Passion fruit tree belongs to the family Passifloraceae. The genus Passiflora is
considered of great economic value, and the main species cultivated is Passiflora edulis
Sims. Brazil is the largest world producer of passion fruit, with annual production of
around 823 thousand tons. In order to meet the demand for fruits from both domestic and
international markets, as well as from the fresh consumption market and industry, the
genetic breeding of this species has proved to be the major connection between farmers
and the consumer market. Therefore, the Universidade Estadual do Norte Fluminense
Darcy Ribeiro has been developing a passion fruit breeding program since 2002 and has
recently launched a new variety – UENF Rio Dourado – which is already available to
farmers. Aiming to overcome all obstacles for cultivation, the passion fruit genetic breeding
program carried out by the UENF seeks to obtain the genetic progress of the crop and
provide new cultivars even more productive and more resistant to the main pathogens of
this species. Thus, this work aims to carry out a survey on the breeding of the crop and
report future prospects made possible by the introduction of new techniques into the sour
passion fruit breeding program.
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Introduction
Passion fruit tree belongs to the family
Passifloraceae. The genus Passiflora is considered of
great economic value, whose main cultivated species
is Passiflora edulis Sims, popularly known as sour
passion fruit (Bernacci et al., 2008). It is cultivated in
nearly 90% of the Brazilian orchards, mainly due to
its quality, productivity, vigor and juice yield (Ferreira
et al., 2016, Viana et al., 2016). Its economic potential
is associated to the rapid capital return, the preference
of the domestic and foreign markets due to its pleasant
aroma, sugar content, vitamins A and C, and mineral
composition, which are the reason of its high quality
juice (Falconner et al., 1998). The passion fruit tree
is native to tropical America. It is considered a rustic
plant, whose cycle ranges from 12 to 36 months (Araújo
et al., 2016). The crop is in rapid expansion for the
production of fruits for both fresh consumption and the
juice industry (Faleiro et al., 2011).
Brazil is an international reference in sour
passion fruit production and consumption. It is the
largest world producer and generates around 695

thousand tons (IBGE, 2015). Considering the economic
and social value of the cultivation of this fruit tree and
seeking to maintain its competitiveness in the market,
Brazil must improve genetic breeding research for the
fast achievement of new cultivars (Ferreira et al., 2016,
Viana et al., 2016) and overcome thef low-availability
of commercial passion fruit cultivars. Today, there are
28 cultivars available to farmers in the seed market
(Krause et al., 2012; MAPA, 2018).
Therefore, passion fruit breeding is focused on
three main aspects of the fruit: meeting the market
demands for quality, increasing crop yield of tillage and
developing cultivars resistant to diseases (Gonçalves et
al., 2009; Viana et al., 2016).
With such vision, the UniversidadeEstadual do
Norte Fluminense Darcy Ribeiro (UENF) has been
developing a breeding program for the species since
1998, which started with the initial collection of several
genotypes from three producing regions in the state of
Rio de Janeiro (Viana et al., 2003; Viana et al., 2016).
This resulted in the launching, in 2016, of the cultivar
UENF Rio Dourado, which is already available to
farmers.
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Therefore, the present work aimed to carry out
a review on the genetic breeding of sour passion fruit
and the prospects for its future use.
CHARACTERIZATION OF PASSION FRUIT
SPECIES AND CULTIVATION
As for its growth behavior, passion fruit plant is
climbing, semilenous, fast growing, with early fruiting,
and can reach 5 to 10 m in length (Ruggiero et al.,
1996). The root system can be pivotal or axial, with
its greatest concentration at the depth between 0 and
45 cm from the soil (Manica, 1997). The passion fruit
tree presents simple and alternating leaves, with varied
forms, well developed foliaceous bracts at its base and
tendrils that fix the plant on supports (Manica, 1997). It
is a perennial plant, but lasts between one and six years
in commercial orchards (Martins et al., 2006).
The occurrence of diseases is one of the main
factors that limit the expansion of areas cultivated
with passion fruit tree (Freitas et al., 2016a). Diseases
in the root system and aerial part of the plant are
common. Such diseases cause early death, defoliation,
delayed fruit maturation, occurrence of fruits with
low pulp yield and consequently decreased quality
and productivity, which leads to many economic and
social losses (Cerqueira-Silva et al., 2014; Preisigke
et al., 2015; Santos et al., 2015). The passion fruit tree
can be attacked by several fungi, viruses and bacteria,
which cause some diseases, including tipping, damping
off, anthracnose, scab, bacteriosis, septoria blotch
and woodiness. Among the major diseases that cause
serious damage to the crop, we highlight bacteriosis
(Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. passiflorae) and passion
fruit woodiness disease (Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic
virus - CABMV) (Cerqueira-Silva et al., 2014; Freitas et
al., 2016b). According to Cerqueira-Silva et al. (2014),
the curative control of diseases is expensive and often
uses unfeasible cultural treatments. Therefore, the
achievement of potentially resistant and productive
cultivars via genetic breeding is the main strategy to
overcome this problem.
Besides, high production can only be reached
by using improved cultural practices associated to
the planting of improved varieties. A superior variety
cannot present all its production capacity on a poor and
ill-prepared soil. On the other hand, high yields will
not be achieved in well prepared and fertilized soils if
the seeds used for planting come from inferior plants,
with low production capacity or susceptible to diseases
(Vieira, 1964). Therefore, breeding programs should
not be limited to produce new elite varieties adapted to
the different producing regions, given that plants will
only demonstrate their high productive potential if all
their nutritional needs and management practices are
provided.
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Regarding the fruit, the desired traits vary
according to the purpose intended. In terms of quality,
a variety developed for the fresh market should present
large and oval fruits, with internal cavity completely
filled, so as to be well rated in the market and resistant
to losses in quality during transportation, storage and
commercialization. However, if the production is
focused on industry, fruit should present a thin shell,
completely filled internal cavity, high juice yield,
pulp with stable yellow-gold color and high content
of soluble solids, above 13º Brix (Abreu et al., 2009;
Cavichioli et al., 2011).
Thus, passion fruit breeding is focused on three
main pillars: achievement of high yields, resistance to
diseases and fruits for fresh consumption industry.
GENETICS APPLIED TO PASSION FRUIT
POPULATIONS
UENF Sour Passion Fruit Breeding Program: from
the beginning to the launching of the cultivar ‘UENF
Rio Dourado’
The sour passion fruit breeding program
developed by the UniversidadeEstadual do Norte
Fluminense Darcy Ribeiro, synthetized in Table
1, started in 1998, with the collection of several
genotypes from three producing regions in the state
of Rio de Janeiro (Viana et al., 2003). Based on these
early studies, a broader sampling was carried out in
commercial areas in the Northern Rio de Janeiro.
In 2002, a large number of progenies was obtained
from the base population by using Design I, proposed
by Comstock and Robinson (1948). Thus, based on the
results of these previous analyses, an intrapopulation
recurrent selection program was prepared. In 2004, 113
full-sib families were assessed and the best 30% of the
families were selected. These superior families were
recombined and 26 half-sib families were obtained in
2006, when the first cycle of recurrent selection (Silva
et al., 2009) was concluded. In 2007, the 26 half-sib
families were evaluated. Then, 140 full-sib families
were obtained. Next, the 140 full-sib families were
evaluated and the top 30% of the families were selected
by selection index, a step concluded in 2008. In 2009,
the superior families were recombined, thus ending
the second cycle of recurrent selection (Ferreira et al.,
2016). Soon afterwards, in 2011, 28 half-sib families
were evaluated, from which full-sib families were
obtained. Between 2012 and 2015, 81 full-sib families
were evaluated and the top 30% of the families were
selected and recombined, and the third selection cycle
(Viana et al., 2016; Silva et al., 2017) was concluded.
The experiments were arranged in a randomized
block design with two replicates and five plants per
plot. The management of weeds, pests, diseases and
fertilization was carried out according to the procedures
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recommended for the crop. Irrigation was performed
daily during the dry season. The 22 best progenies
were selected for their fruit traits via BLUP (best linear
unbiased prediction). The selected progenies were
planted in field in the municipalities of Campos dos
Goytacazes and Itaocara, Rio de Janeiro. The seeds of
the fruits resulting from open pollination originated the
cultivar UENF Rio Dourado (Viana et al., 2016).
Mixed Models approach in passion fruit
genetic breeding
The passion fruit genetic breeding program aims
to meet the requirements of the consumer market,
especially regarding fruit quality (Viana and Gonçalves,
2005). Success in breeding programs in meeting
these demands depends on the selection of the best
individuals, in other words, the parents of the following
generations. This relationship between the efficiency
in the selection of the best individuals and success is
even more noticeable in the perennial and semiperennial
species with long reproductive cycles and expressions
of different traits due to possible changes in controlling
genes throughout several ages (Ferreira et al., 2016).
Thus, it is necessary to use methods that allow the
prediction of the genetic value of the individual through
its phenotypic traits.
However, successful selection depends not only
on the variability of the experimental material, but also
the accuracy of the selection methods employed (Santos
et al., 2015). Therefore, the REML/BLUP mixed models
methodology has proved to be a great alternative to
help the selection process. This methodology involves
the estimation of the variance components by the
Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML) method
and the prediction of the genotypic values by the Best
Linear Unbiased Prediction (BLUP). This results in a
more accurate selection process (Resende, 2002; Alves
and Resende, 2008).
In perennial species, which coexist with
conditions of imbalance of experimental information,
it is possible to apply the mixed models, since they
do not require balancing. Besides, they correct the
data for the environmental effects and can predict the
genetic values, with accuracy and free from bias, which
maximizes the genetic gain with selection (Resende,
2002). This procedure has been applied in several
crops, especially perennial and fruit crops, such as
coffee (Carias et al., 2016), rubber tree (Kalil et al.,
2000), eucalyptus (Rocha et al., 2006), cupuaçu (Alves
e Resende, 2008), açaí (Teixeira et al., 2012), sugarcane
(Lopes et al., 2014), guava (Gomes et al., 2017) and
papaya (Vivas et al., 2014).
The REML/BLUP methodology has been
successfully used in sour passion fruit breeding
programs for advances in the recurrent selection cycle
(Ferreira et al., 2016; Silva et al., 2016, Silva et al.,

2017), for the early selection of superior plants in
the intrapopulational breeding of sour passion fruit
(Cavalcante et al., 2017), in the advancement of
generations in breeding programs aimed at genetic
resistance to CABMV (Santos et al., 2015; Freitas et
al., 2016b). It also provides the best predicted genetic
gains compared to those obtained by selection indexes
and is efficient in the selection of sour passion fruit
progenies (Silva et al., 2017).
Inheritance standard of the main traits
The genetic breeding of passion fruit tree in
Brazil has huge potential to increase the availability of
cultivars with higher production and fruit quality and
reduce production costs so as to guarantee increased
competitiveness and profitability for farmers.
The availability of passion fruit cultivars with
good agronomic traits, high fruit quality and genetic
resistance to the main diseases is a great challenge for
crop breeders, since these traits have not been found in
a single genotype. Knowledge on the genetic variability
of this species is of the utmost importance for the
indication of potential parents and the combination of
alleles related to traits of economic relevance in the
management of crosses in breeding programs (Dias et
al., 2011).
High phenotypic variation has been reported in
literature (Nascimento et al., 2003; Negreiros et al.,
2008) for morphological and agronomic traits, such as
pulp mass, fruit mass, bark mass, soluble solids content,
bark thickness, fruit length and diameter. It has also
been observed very low genetic variability in resistance
to disease in commercial cultivars (Cerqueira-Silva
et al., 2008). Therefore, understanding the nature and
intensity of variations of genetic and environmental
origin is fundamental for the effectiveness of breeding
procedures. The breeding of the agronomic traits of
interest depends on the basic knowledge about the
inheritance of the traits, the genetic variability available
for breeding and the estimates of the genetic parameters
(Dias et al., 2011).
However, production systems are based on the
cultivation of a few varieties, which limits genetic
variability. This practice may increase vulnerability to
diseases and pests and compromise the sustainability of
this crop (Dias et al., 2011). In their study, Viana et al.
(2003) observed low genetic variability while testing
different accessions of sour P. edulis. This reveals that
the genetic base among the commercial cultivars may
be narrowing. Thus, the search for increased genetic
variability through the development of new genotypes
may increase the competitiveness and sustainability of
the crop (Dias et al., 2011).
Therefore, according to Faleiro et al., (2006),
knowledge about the genetic basis of agronomic traits is
essential for the breeding program. Estimates of genetic
FPBJ - Scientific Journal

parameters, correlations and genetic inheritance of the
traits are fundamental for establishing the best breeding
strategies. The main demands are related to the study on
the inheritance of resistance to diseases and the physical
and chemical traits of fruits.
Using this approach, Gonçalves et al., (2009)
obtained progenies through crosses between sour
passion fruit cultivars (Passiflora edulis L.), following
the Design I of Comstock & Robinson (1948), in
order to estimate the genetic parameters. The analysis
of variance revealed great variability to be explored
in the studied population. These authors concluded
that the trait average number of fruits expressed the
highest coefficient of additive genetic variation. It
demonstrates that higher gains can be obtained for the
trait. As regards the gene activity of the traits number of
fruits per plant, bark thickness and number of days for
flowering, this work has demonstrated that it is due to
the superdominant effect of the genes. Other important
traits present additive effect greater than the dominant
effect, as observed in the weight, length and width of
fruits. The highest values for heritability coefficients
were obtained for families of males, and the lowest
values, for families of females within males. For the
purposes of selection, the narrow-sense coefficients
should be used.
Among fruit diseases, passion fruit woodiness
disease- CABMV - is the most prominent. The disease
is caused by an aphid that transmits the virus that causes
the disease to the passion fruit plant when it performs
the test bite. The satisfactory control of the disease
is difficult to achieve, since the transmitting agent
visits the passion fruit tree only to feed, and does not
remain on the plants. Thus, control via insecticides is
inefficient, since the type of virus-vector relationship
is non-persistent. In passion fruit plants infected by
CABMV, the main symptoms observed are mosaic, leaf
deformation, bubbles and thickening and hardening of
the fruit pericarp.
Freitas et al. (2015) investigated inheritance for
resistance to CABMV in a population resulting from an
interspecific cross-breeding and rejected the monogenic
inheritance. They confirmed that gains may be obtained
through selection, provided that it deals with large
populations and that more complex breeding methods
are used, such as as recurrent selection.
The traits indirectly or directly related to
productivity generally result from polygenic inheritance
and may be strongly affected by the environment in
the expression of the phenotype. In this case, the use
of recurrent selection has proved to be an excellent
breeding strategy, with evident genetic gains for the
traits of interest through the gradual increase in the
frequency of favorable alleles in the population (Viana
et al., 2016; Ferreira et al. al., 2016).
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PASSION FRUIT GENETIC BREEDING
Recurrent Selection
The sour passion fruit breeding programs aim
to improve the morphological, physiological and
agronomic traits and increase fruit productivity and
quality, while searching for genotypes resistant or
tolerant to important pests and diseases, with greater
production stability (Gonçalves et al., 2007, Pimentel
et al., 2008, Santos et al., 2010, Santos et al., 2011;
Rosado et al., 2012).
Thus, some breeding methods are applicable
to passion fruit, aiming to increase the frequency of
favorable alleles or the exploitation of the hybrid vigor
(Meletti et al., 2000; Rosado et al., 2012). Therefore, it
is possible to obtain populations with several improved
traits of interest and preserve the allelic variability at
self-incompatibility loci (Suassuna et al., 2003; Rosado
et al., 2012).
Among the breeding methods, recurrent selection
is a system designed to gradually increase the frequency
of alleles favorable for a quantitative trait, by means of
repeated selection cycles, without losses in the population
genetic variability (Hallauer, 1992). Recurrent selection
is conducted in three stages: development, evaluation
and recombination of progenies. These steps are carried
out cyclically until satisfactory levels of favorable allele
frequency are reached in the population (Hull, 1945;
Hallauer et al., 2010).
In the conduction of the first cycle of the recurrent
selection of the sour passion fruit population UENF Rio
Dourado, Silva et al. (2009) evaluated 26 progenies
of half-sibs obtained from the recombination of the
progenies selected by Gonçalves et al. (2009), while
conducting the Design I of Comstock & Robinson
(1948). These authors concluded that the selection
strategy at the progeny generation stage provided
genetic gains. The estimates of the genetic parameters
and correlations obtained, as well as the genetic
gains observed, allowed for the selection of superior
progenies of passion fruit. Thus, the predicted genetic
gains were significant and contributed to the selection
process.
Ferreira et al. (2016) continued the breeding
program and implemented the second selection cycle
in the UENF Rio Dourado population, and assessed 27
half-sib progenies that resulted from the recombination
of 30% of the best progenies out of the 140 full-sib
progenies selected via selection index. The superior
families were selected based on the REML / BLUP
methodology, and the model presented was adequate for
assessing sour passion fruit. The authors concluded that
the estimates of the genetic and phenotypic parameters
revealed that success could be achieved with the
selection of superior progenies for the continuation of
the breeding program.
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The third recurrent selection cycle, in turn, was
conducted by Silva et al. (2014), who assessed 81 fullsib families. The present work aimed to quantify the
genetic diversity between progenies of sour passion
fruit, in order to define possible heterotrophic groups,
based on morpho-agronomic descriptors, through the
Ward-MLM procedure, thus favoring the generation
advancement in the sour passion fruit genetic breeding
program. This work concluded that there is genetic
variability among the passion fruit progenies studied,
which allows the composition of heterotic groups as
an alternative for defining new crosses and obtaining
genetic advance. The Ward-MLM statistical procedure
was useful for detecting genetic divergence and
grouping the accessions by using quantitative and
qualitative variables. Therefore, this study provided
useful information for determining the conductance of
the ongoing passion fruit breeding program.
Today, the sour passion fruit intrapopulation
breeding is at the fourth cycle of recurrent selection,
aiming to continue the breeding process of the work
population and continue using modern techniques
to assess the progenies under study and estimate the
genetic parameters for the traits (Silva et al., 2014).
The results obtained in this study were similar to those
reported by Silva et al. (2014).
Breeding aiming at resistance to disease
The passion fruit genetic breeding aims to
increase productivity, fruit quality, fruit set rate, and
resistance to diseases. Regarding resistance, the crop
presents another hindrance, which is its short longevity.
In several areas used for sour passion fruit crops
planted at the end of the last century, crops aged 6 to
8 years were observed in full production. However, in
recent years, the crops planted in the same areas have
not exceeded two years of age. In many cases, total
death occurs at the early age of one year. This is due to
phytosanitary problems leading to a drop in production
and significant decrease in the duration of plantations.
In some areas, this problem even prevented cultivation
(Paula et al., 2010; Freitas et al., 2015, Freitas et al.,
2016a).
The main diseases in passion fruit include the
fruit hardening virus caused by Cowpea aphid-borne
mosaic virus (CABMV, genus Potyvirus, family
Potyviridae) (Monteiro-Hara et al., 2011; Oliveira et
al., 2013; Santos et al., 2015; Freitas et al., 2015) and
stem rot, caused by Nectria haematococca Berk& Br. [F.
anamorphic: Fusarium solani (Mart.) Sacc.], which kills
young plants (Fischer et al., 2010; Freitas et al., 2016a).
Some management recommendations were
adopted to increase the economic viability of the crop
and minimize the losses caused by the disease (Fischer
et al., 2007; Sampaio et al., 2008). However, these
procedures were not sufficient to reduce productivity

losses. Then, the use of resistant varieties emerged as
an alternative (Junqueira et al., 2003, Junqueira et al.,
2005; Freitas et al., 2015).
Therefore, the Universidade Estadualdo Norte
Fluminense Darcy Ribeiro (UENF) develops a sour
passion fruit breeding program targeting resistance to
diseases, and have achieved some results (Table 2).
Santos et al. (2015) evaluated resistance to
CABMV in 178 genotypes of Passiflora constituted
of interspecific hybrids and their parents (P. edulis x P.
setacea), and estimated genetic parameters for the area
under the disease progress curve (AUDPC), to obtain
passion fruit cultivars resistant to CABMV. The results
obtained by these authors provide some prospects for
possible CABMV control (by genetic resistance) in
passion fruit plant. The results suggested that resistant
hybrid plants can be selected and recombined with P.
edulis genotypes and reassessed to corroborate their
resistance to CABMV, in such a way to continue the
breeding program targeting to obtain genotypes resistant
to CABMV for the cultivated areas.
Freitas et al. (2015) evaluated 369 genotypes,
including the parents P. edulis (susceptible), P. setacea
(resistant), the hybrids (P. edulis x P. setacea) and RC1,
in order to identify resistant genotypes in populations
of passion fruit obtained by backcrossing and study
resistance inheritance. These authors concluded that the
inheritance for resistance is polygenic, and that there is
gain in selection, provided that it uses large populations
and more complex methods, such as backcrossing and
recurrent selection.
Another study developed by Freitas et al. (2016a)
aimed to obtain progenies through interspecific crosses
between Passiflora edulis and Passiflora mucronata,
perform the morpho-agronomic assessment of the
progenies obtained and evaluate and select genotypes
resistant to Fusarium solani. They verified that the
genotypes studied formed six groups. Resistance to
fungi was detected in the genotypes of P. mucronata,
from Bahia, and in two hybrids. The authors concluded
that the resistant hybrid could be backcrossed with P.
edulisand / or used as a rootstock for sour passion fruit.
The study conducted by Freitas et al. (2016b)
aimed to assess the interspecific hybrids from the
parentsP. setaceaand P. edulisfor the morphoagronomic
traits related to CABMV, according to the severity of the
symptoms and serological tests. The authors estimated
the genetic parameters and obtained the prediction of
the genetic gains. Five quantitative fruits traits were
evaluated in 77 individuals during two growing seasons,
using the REML / BLUP methodology. The genotypes
H5-1, H9-11, H9-57 and H2-20 stood out at harvest
times as the best individuals for number of fruits, yield
and pulp mass, which demonstrates that they are the
most suitable to be used as parents in backcrossing with
sour passion fruit.
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Therefore, the selection of sour passion fruit
cultivars with high yield and fruit quality besides
resistance to the most important plant pathogens is
fundamental for the development and progressof the
crop in the main producing regions of our country and
the world.
FUTURE PROSPECTS
Marker-Assisted Selection
DNA markers were first used in plant breeding
in the early 1980s (Soller and Beckmann, 1983).
Briefly, they are segments of DNA physically attached
to loci that determine traits of interest. They can
be evidenced by methods that combine the use of
restriction enzymes to hybridization between DNA
complementary sequences, including the “Restriction
Fragment Length Polymorphisms” (RFLP), by
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) technique or by the
detection of polymorphisms resulting from changes in a
single genomic base, such as in the “Single nucleotide
polymorphisms” (SNP) technique. Alzate-Marin et al.
(2005) claim that the great potential for using molecular
markers in breeding programs lies in the fact that they
are almost unlimited in number, easy to detect, and
behave as “traits” of simple and predictable inheritance,
unaffected by the environment.
The PCR technique resulted in great advances.
The refinement of the techniques gave rise to new
markers, which can be sorted into dominant and
codominant. The dominant markers include: RAPD
(Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA) (Williams
et al., 1990), AFLP (Amplified Fragment Length
Polymorphism) (Vos et al., 1995), ISSR (intersimple
sequence repeats) (Zietkiewicz et al., 1994) and DarT
(diversity array technology) (Kilian et al., 2005). The
codominant markers include: SSR (Simple Sequence
Repeats) (Tautz, 1989) and SNPs (Single Nucleotide
Polymorphism) (Chen and Sullivan, 2003). These
different types of molecular markers also differ in their
potential for detecting differences among individuals,
their cost, the required facilities, and consistency and
replication of results (Schlötterer, 2004; Schulman,
2007; Bernardo, 2008).
Advances in Molecular Biology and Genomics,
mainly the development of DNA markers, have allowed
studying and characterizing genetic variability at
different levels. The development of genetic maps, for
example, is one of the applications of greatest impact
of the molecular technology. It allows finding the genes
that control traits whose phenotypic expression depends
on the action of a set of loci, or QTL (Carneiro and
Vieira, 2002).
In the case of passion fruit, molecular markers
have been used in studies on diversity (Cassiano et al.,
1998; Viana et al., 2003; Ganga et al., 2004), genetic
FPBJ - Scientific Journal

variability (Viana et al., 2003; Crochemore et al.;
2003; Faleiro et al., 2007; Bellon et al., 2014) and map
construction (Carneiro et al.; 2002; Lopes et al., 2006).
Genome Selection
Genome wide selection - GWS or genome
selection - GS was proposed by Meuwissen et al. (2001)
as an alternative to increase efficiency and accelerate
genetic breeding. GWS emphasizes the simultaneous
prediction (without using significance tests for
individual marks) of the genetic effects of large numbers
of DNA genetic markers (SNP, DArT, Microsatellites)
dispersed throughout the genome of an organism in
order to capture the effects of all loci (of small and
great effects) and explain all the genetic variation of a
quantitative trait. The fundamental condition for this is
the occurrence of imbalance of linkage between alleles
of the markers and alleles of the genes that control the
trait. Prediction is performed based on genotypic and
phenotypic data from individuals belonging to a sample
of the selection population.
In order to verify the possible implementation
of GWS in the UENF passion fruit genetic breeding
program, 250 microsatellite markers were simulated
and evaluated, by means of a procedure implemented
through the use of databases available for the species and
the “multiple imputation” technique via the R program
(Broman and Sen, 2009) in 140 full-sib progenies of
yellow passion fruit from the intrapopulation recurrent
selection program in the second selection cycle of the
UENF, which were phenotyped for the variable total
number of fruits per plant (Viana et al., 2017).
The analyses were carried out using the
randomized regression method (RR-BLUP / GWS),
which employs BLUP predictors, with the effects of
markers not adjusted as classificatory variables, but as
explicative or explanatory variables (Viana et al., 2012).
Genomic genetic values (GGV) were initially
counted using all markers. Then, the markers were
ordered considering the greater modules of the
estimated effects of the markers, and files were created
with subsets of markers with larger estimated effect
modules (1 to 250). All of these files were analyzed
for computing the effects of the marker loci on the
estimation and validation populations to verify the
effects of these loci on the explanation of all the existing
variation for the trait under study. It was verified that the
heritability rate that maximizes the predictive capacity
in the cross validation was 0.85. It was also verified that
the predictive capacity and the accuracy were almost
maximized in the analysis with 63 markers of greater
effects. Predictive abilities decrease as the number of
markers increase. The increased number of markers
does not linearly increase GWS accuracy by the RRBLUP method. Therefore, it is expected that, following
the genotyping of the study population, the broad
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genomic selection can be applied for the species under
study, which would reduce the time for the generation
of new varieties.
Thus, it is possible to conclude that the predicted
genomic values presented high correlation with the
phenotypic values predicted by the REML / BLUP
technique. So, it is possible to foresee that the Amplified
Genomic Selection application is viable for use in sour
passion fruit genetic breeding programs (Viana et al.,
2017).
QTL Mapping
In terms of molecular genetics, it is necessary to
generate information on DNA content, genome size,
isolation and cloning of the genes that control traits
of agronomic interest, genetic mechanism leading to
incompatibility and saturated binding maps to detect
and locate QTL (Quantitative Trait Loci).
Advances in Molecular Biology and Genomics,
especially the development of DNA markers, have
allowed for the study and characterization of genetic
variability at different levels. The development of
genetic maps, for example, is one of most powerful
applications of molecular marker technology, since
it allows locating the genes that control traits whose
phenotypic expression depends on the activity of a set
of loci, or QTL (Carneiro and Vieira, 2002).
Genetic mapping is an important tool to be used
in breeding programs, since one or more genotype
marks may be associated with one or more genes
controlling qualitative and quantitative traits (QTL)
(Bhering et al., 2008). Undoubtedly, one of the most
important applications of genetic maps is the mapping
of QTLs, especially for the study of more complex traits.
Its basic principle is the achievement of phenotypic data
in a progeny and the identification of regions in the
genome where the marker genotype can be associated
with the phenotype of individuals (Broman and Sen,
2009).
Therefore, microsatellite markers are considered
useful and very reliable for the construction of
genetic maps and the mapping of QTLs in Passiflora
populations. The use of molecular markers for the
construction of genetic maps has already been reported
for sour (P. edulis) and sweet (P. alata) passion fruit.
For example, an F1 population of passion fruit was
genotyped with RAPD (Carneiro et al., 2002) and
AFLP (Lopes et al., 2006), and an integrated map was
generated by SSR and AFLPs (Oliveira et. al, 2008) and
an integrated map of P. alata was prepared using new
SSR markers, M-AFLP and SNP (Pereira et al., 2013).
In species with self-incompatibility and mandatory
cross-breeding, which is the case of passion fruit, it is
not possible to obtain conventional populations of
mapping. Therefore, the pseudo-testcross technique
is used to generate genetic maps, using a segregating
F1 population and dominant marks, which results in

the generation of individual maps, one per parent. The
weakness of this strategy has been overcome by the
use of codominant markers and more robust statistics.
Markers based on SSRs (or microsatellites) and SNPs
are useful to promote the integration of maps, since
they are codominant and abundant in plant genome
(Grattapaglia and Sederoff, 1994).
Crosses between susceptible and resistant species
in perennial plants may originate mapping populations
aiming at the genetic study of the number of alleles
involved in these resistances, while forming breeding
populations to obtain resistant genotypes. It is worth
mentioning that the issue of self-incompatibility must
be monitored in order to maintain allele diversity in
the population of P. edulis enough to obtain good
fructification in resistant genotypes. Studies on the
identification of QTLs associated with fruit traits
(Moraes et al., 2005) and resistance to Xanthomonas
axonopopodis pv. passiflorae (Lopes et al., 2006) are
reported in Passiflora. However, there are no reports of
QTLs for resistance to CABMV in passion fruit.
Proteomics
Studies on the structure, function, and evolution
of complete genomes, gene sequences and proteins
resulting from gene expression should be considered
as an important demand for research on passion fruit
genetic breeding. There is still much to be known
within the genus Passiflora and such analyses will
allow the generation of a huge amount of data for the
advancement of knowledge and understanding of the
organization and physiological functioning of passion
fruit.
Passion fruit is a culture widely exploited, but
there is still little information on proteomic approaches
using passion fruit tissues. The studies available are
related to protein extraction methods (Perdizio et
al., 2015), protein induction in response to herbivory
(Jardim et al., 2010), and the detection of pathogeninduced proteins (Tahara et al., 2003).
A number of compounds that confer resistance
to viruses, pathogenic bacteria and fungi have been
identified in plants, including peptides and proteins
with antimicrobial activity (Benko-Iseppon et al., 2010).
The most known proteins involved in plant defense
include protease inhibitors, lectins, pathogenesisrelated proteins, hydroxyproline-rich glycoproteins
and Ribosome-inactivating proteins (Jamal et al.,
2013). Enzymatic assays in passion fruit have shown
the induction of Lipoxygenase activity (LOX), which
occurred both locally and systematically in response to
attacks from specialist and generalist insects (Jardim et
al., 2010). Tahara et al. (2003) verified the expression
of proteins induced by the bacterium Xanthomonas
axonopodis pv. passiflorae in P. edulis. The authors
detected a membrane protein and a hypothetical protein
specifically induced by the passiflorae extract.
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To date, no studies have been carried out on
protein detection associatedwith CABMV resistance in
Passiflora. Further research on plant-virus interaction

should consider the relevance of the proteins involved
in the plant defense mechanism, as well as the detection
and biochemical characterization of these molecules.

Table 1. Selection strategies used, main traits assessed and narrow-sense heritability for the trait number of fruits
obtained for cycles C0, C1, C2, C3 and C4 in the UENF Rio Dourado population submitted to intrapopulation
recurrent selection. Campos dos Goytacazes, 2018.
Main traits assessed²

Heritability
(NF)

Cycle

Selection Strategies

References

C0

Design¹

NF, FW, FL, FWI, ST and NDF

0.336

Gonçalves et al. (2009)

C1

Half-sibs

NF, FW, FL, FWI and ST

0.369

Silva et al. (2009)

C2

Half-sibs

NF, Yldand FW

0.395

Ferreira et al. (2016)

C3

Full-sibs

NF, Yld, FW, FWI, FL, PP, ST and SSC

0.410

Silva et al. (2016)

C4

Full-sibs

NF, Yld, FW, FL, DF, ST, SSC and PH

0.410

Cavalcante et al. (2018)3

¹ Design I of Comstock & Robinson (1948)
² NF - number of fruits per plant; FW - fruit weight, in grams; FL - fruit length in mm; FWI - fruit width in mm; ST - skin thickness in mm;
NDF - number of days for flowering; Yld - yield; DF - Diameter of fruit; PP - percentage of pulp, ST –Skin thickness, SSC - soluble solids
content; PH - pH
3

Article accepted by the RevistaBrasileira de Fruticultura (Brazilian Journal of Fruits Crops).

Table 2. Generations advancement of passion fruit breeding program for resistance to Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic
virus (CABMV) and agronomic performance. Universidade Estadual do Norte Fluminense Darcy Ribeiro.Campos
dos Goytacazes, 2018.
Crossing

Population structure

P. edulis x P. setacea Interspecific hybrid (HI)

Main traits assessed 2

Heritabilityb
(DR)

References

DR, NF, FM, TD, LD, ST, PM, LSS
and LA

0.99

Santos et al. (2015)

HI5-14 x P.edulis

Backcrossing (BC1)

DR,NF, FM, PM, SST and PRO

0.94

Freitas et al. (2015; 2016)

HI 1 x P. edulis

Backcrossing (BC1)

DR, NF, FM, TD, LD, LSS, PM, PRO
and SL

0.90

Preisigke (2017)

Hybrids used in the crosses: HI5-14; HI1-15; HI5-16; HI5-1; HI2-10; HI5-13.
DR- disease resistance (Area Under the Disease Progress Curve - AUDPC), NF-number of fruits per plant, FM-mean mass of the fruits, TDtransversal diameter of the fruit, LD- longitudinal diameter of the fruits, ST- shell thickness, PM- mean mass of the pulp, LSS- level of soluble
solids, LA- length of the androgynophore, PRO- Productivity (average fruit weight multiplied by the number of fruits obtained), SL-seed length.
1
2
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